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Abstract
Multitask networks that can play multiple Atari games at expert level have been
successfully trained using supervised learning from several single task Deep Q Networks
(DQN). However, such networks are not be able to exploit the high level similarity between
games or learn common representations of game states. In fact, learned representations
were shown to be separable given the game. In our work, we show that with sufficient similarity between tasks, we can train a multitask extension of DQN (MDQN) which shares
representations across tasks without loss of performance. To this end, we construct a novel
set of tasks with shared characteristics in Minecraft, a complex 3D world, and are able
to demonstrate meaningful representation sharing between different related tasks. Sharing
representations for similar tasks has paramount importance for transfer learning and lifelong learning. We envision results of this work as a stepping stone to novel lifelong learning
approaches.
Keywords: Reinforcement learning, multitask learning, neural networks

1. Introduction
Recent advances in reinforcement learning (RL) have produced algorithms that learn to
perform complex tasks while only receiving raw visual input and reward signals. This
is achieved using so-called deep RL, by combining classic RL with deep neural networks.
Notably, Mnih et al. (2015) devised Deep Q-network (DQN), which can learn to play each
of the 49 Atari 2600 games—half of them at superhuman level. This shows the promise of
this approach for designing general purpose RL algorithms. A drawback of current deep
RL algorithms is that they require huge amounts of data for learning any individual task.
Following DQN’s success, recent work has investigated whether, instead of being trained
per-task, a single architecture could be trained to perform well across several tasks (Parisotto
et al., 2016; Rusu et al., 2016). If effective, such multitask learning approaches could
dramatically improve the scalability of deep RL. This is crucial for real-world applications
that require agents to perform many similar tasks. Essential components of multitask RL
are sharing representations and knowledge across tasks. Unfortunately, these works have
not found evidence of transferring or sharing representations between tasks. Moreover,
they show that multitask extensions of DQN applied to the Atari Learning Environment
∗. Work done during an internship at Microsoft Research.
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(ALE) (Bellemare et al., 2013) are systematically outperformed by DQN that is trained on
individual games, if trained on the same amount of data per game. Supervised learning
techniques, such as multitask policy distillation, can recover DQN performance, but do not
address the high data requirement (for training single task DQN ‘experts’ to learn from),
and trained networks do not substantially share learned representations (Rusu et al., 2016).
The starting point of this work is the question: how is multitask learning performance,
as well as learned representations, affected by characteristics of the tasks to be learned? We
hypothesize that Atari games may be visually too different for effective multitask learning.
This may make it difficult to generalize over more than a single game, or even result in
negative transfer. We investigate the problem of multitask learning in the setting of 3D
navigation in Minecraft, on a set of tasks we construct specifically for this purpose.
In particular, we make the following contributions. (1) In Section 2 we introduce a
novel set of 3D navigation tasks that is designed for studying multitask learning of shared
representations. The tasks vary, e.g. the action space, while keeping visual aspects constant.
(2) We investigate a multitask deep RL approach called MDQN (Section 3), to understand
whether multitask learning can be effective when tasks are sufficiently related (Section 4)
(3) We demonstrate for the first time that a deep multitask agent can learn shared semantic
representations across different action and state spaces (Section 5). To analyze the learned
representations, we extend recent visualization ideas from deep supervised learning and deep
RL. Our analysis provides interesting insights on the nature of multitask representations.

2. Problem Setting and Tasks
In this section we introduce the tasks we constructed to study the problem of multitask
learning in RL. We start with a brief summary of notation, before detailing the tasks.
Notation. We are interested in tasks that are characterized by Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs). In MDPs, an agent’s interactions with an environment E are formalized as M =
(S, A, T , R, γ) with states S, actions A, transition matrix T (·|s, a), rewards R(s, s0 ), and
discount factor γ. The MDP assumption holds if transitions s0 ∼ T (·|s, a) are independent
of previous states and actions. An agent’s objective is to maximize its expected discounted
cumulative reward Q∗ (s, a) = maxπ E[rt + γrt+1 + · · · |st = s, at = a, π] (called Q-values,
π denotes the agent’s policy). In multitask RL, each task is
 described by a different MDP
(1)
(K)
(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
M , · · · , M , where M = S , A , T , R , γ
.
2.1 Room Maze tasks for multitask RL
We hypothesize that a certain level of similarity is required for learning shared representations in deep RL. To investigate this hypothesis, we construct a set of tasks, called Room
Maze, that systematically vary in state and action space. The tasks are implemented in the
popular video game Minecraft, using the Malmo platform (Johnson et al., 2016).1
The Room Maze tasks are illustrated in Figure 1. All tasks have discrete state-action
spaces, and are set in a 4×4 cobblestone room. At the start of each episode, the agent starts
from the north-east corner facing south. The goal position (target) is fixed in the south-west
corner. Reaching the target yields a reward of +100. There are black obsidian blocks (lava)
1. We release the tasks in Malmo mission XML format on GitHub (https://github.com/lydiatliu/
roommaze.git) to facilitate follow-up research.
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A

NSEW

TURN

Actions

Description

Max
reward

movenorth 1
movesouth 1
movewest 1
moveeast 1

move 1 block
north, south,
east or west,
no change in
orientation

+92

move 1
turn 1
turn -1

move 1 block
forward, turn
90° right or left

+90

(a)
(b)
Figure 1: Room Maze task and variants. (a) Top-down map and sample frames. From left to right: map
in 1-lava tasks (14 possible lava positions, S= start, D = lava/danger, T = target); map in 2-lava tasks (89
possible positions); a sample frame from 1-lava-TURN task, agent faces the back wall; a sample frame from
2-lava-NSEW with the agent in the start position. (b) Summary of the NSEW and TURN action spaces.

placed randomly in the floor (possible lava positions are marked in navy in Fig 1). Stepping
on lava yields reward −100; taking any action yields reward −1. Episodes terminate when
the agent steps on a target or lava, or when the agent has taken 80 actions, whichever
happens first. Note that, because lava positions are sampled uniformly at random, a task
is strictly speaking a narrow distribution over deterministic task instances.
State observations are provided to the agent in the form of the 4 most recent video
frames (84 by 84 pixels, grayscale; same as (Mnih et al., 2015)). We construct Room Maze
tasks to be fully observable using the past 4 frames. In particular, rotational symmetry
can be a source of ambiguity. To avoid this, we include cues that break symmetry, e.g.,
a diamond back wall (Fig. 1). This allows us to abstract from the complementary but
separate problems of reusable skill learning (Tessler et al., 2016) and memory (Oh et al.,
2016) studied in existing work on Minecraft, to focus on multitask learning.
We construct multitask variants of the Room Maze task by varying the following two
dimensions. First, 1-lava vs 2-lava variants change the number of lava blocks placed in
the room. This gives rise to changes in the space of state observations S. Second, we vary
the action space available to the agent, resulting in the NSEW and TURN task variants
(see Table 1(b)). Changing the action set not only has a large effect on the state space
(NSEW does not include states that face the back wall), but also requires different control
strategies for reaching the goal. We hypothesize that multitask learning between NSEW
and TURN will be more difficult and fewer features can be shared than multitask learning
between 1-lava and 2-lava. In summary, we experiment with the following variants of Room
Maze: 1-lava-NSEW, 2-lava-NSEW, 1-lava-TURN, 2-lava-TURN.

3. Methods
We describe the learning algorithms used (DQN, MDQN) and detail our experiment setup.
Our baseline is to train a single-task DQN (Mnih et al., 2015) for each task separately. DQN learns to approximate the Q function by a deep convolutional neural network,
Q(s, a; θi ). The network takes current state s as input and outputs Q value estimates
[Q(s, a; θi )]a∈A . Gradient-based updates
are performed with respect to theiloss:
h
2
Li (θi ) = E(s,a,r,s0 )∼D r + γ maxa0 Q(s0 , a0 ; θi− ) − Q(s, a; θi ) ,
where i is the current iteration and D is a replay memory of the most recent state transitions.
There are no theoretical guarantees for the convergence of DQN to the correct Q values.
However, sampling from the replay memory and slowly changing the target network (θi− ) to
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compute targets were found to have stabilizing effects on the convergence of the algorithm,
allowing DQN to reach state-of-the-art performance in ALE (Mnih et al., 2015).
3.1 Multitask Deep Q Network (MDQN)
A natural way to extend DQN to multiple tasks is to train a vanilla DQN but with a
separate output layer for each task. All hidden layers of the network are shared across
tasks, learning a shared feature representation for the S (k) ’s. The task label k is only
required when computing the output Q values. Each task maintains its own replay memory
which is sampled to compute targets. We train MDQN by interleaved experience replay
(Rusu et al., 2016) from each task, switching tasks every training episode.
MDQN was first proposed by Rusu et al. (2016) as a multitask learning baseline, but it
failed to attain the performance of a single task DQN in any of the ALE tasks it was trained
on. Nevertheless, compared to supervised learning approaches for training multitask networks (Parisotto et al., 2016; Rusu et al., 2016), MDQN has the advantage of not requiring
any expert DQNs, consuming less data overall. Thus, we are interested to investigate if
MDQN can approach the performance of DQN on more related tasks.
3.2 Experiment setup
Our baseline DQN experiments train 4 separate DQN agents on the tasks described in
Section 2. The resulting experiments are labeled as such: DQN 1-lava-NSEW denotes the
single task DQN trained on the 1-lava task with the NSEW action space.
Our MDQN experiments are designed to examine multitask learning for specific kinds
of transfer in isolation (Taylor and Stone, 2009). Specifically, we investigate how MDQN
generalizes across changes in (1) state space and (2) action space in addition to state space.
We train MDQN on pairs of two tasks each, resulting in the following experiments:2
• MDQN Lava (changes the state space): trained on 1-lava-NSEW and 2-lava-NSEW
• MDQN Action (changes the action set): trained on 1-lava-NSEW and 1-lava-TURN

4. Results
We present experimental results to answer whether MDQN can learn effectively across
different but related tasks, and compare MDQN’s performance to DQN.
Our results are shown in Figure 2. Fig. 2a shows the performance of DQN trained on
individual tasks. Tasks with the NSEW action set are learned more quickly than that with
the TURN action set. Typically, both 1-lava-NSEW and 2-lava-NSEW reach a near-optimal
performance after 10 epochs of training.3 Interestingly, the larger state space of the 2-lava
task (89 possible configurations vs 14 in 1-lava) does not have a negative effect on learning.
We find that both TURN tasks are learned substantially more slowly than the NSEW
tasks—DQN requires 19 epochs to learn the 1-lava-TURN task. Additionally, switching
from 1-lava-TURN to 2-lava-TURN results in a further increase in the amount of training
required to learn the task (9 more epochs on average). Note that the size of the state
space is not enough to explain all the differences, since 1-lava-TURN has a smaller state
space than 2-lava-NSEW.4 We hypothesize that it is the TURN action space makes it more
2. Implementation and training details are provided in Appendix A.
3. 1 epoch corresponds to 100,000 actions taken by the agent, or 4 hours of real-time play in Minecraft.
4. The state spaces of the 1-lava-NSEW, 2-lava-NSEW, 1-lava-TURN, and 2-lava-TURN tasks have size
1 × 104 , 8 × 104 , 2 × 104 , and 14 × 104 (to the nearest 104 ) respectively.
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(a) Performance of DQN on Room
Maze tasks.5

(b) Performance of MDQN on
Lava task pair

(c) Performance of MDQN on
Action task pair

Figure 2: Performance of MDQN on Room Maze tasks, as compared to DQN, measured by average reward
during evaluation. Points show the median, and error bands show the 1st quartile and 3rd quartile over 5
independent experiment repeats (or 4 independent repeats for MDQN experiments). Best viewed in color.

difficult for DQN to learn state representations, hence requiring more training epochs. Our
analysis in Section 5 sheds more light on the learned representations.
Next, we compare MDQN performance on each task to the respective single task DQN
performance. Figure 2b shows MDQN Lava performance as a function of the number of
training steps on each task, e.g., by epoch 10, MDQN has taken 1 million steps in 1-lavaNSEW and 1 million steps in 2-lava-NSEW. We observe that MDQN learns both lava tasks
to approximately optimal performance within 10 epochs.
A more interesting picture emerges for MDQN Action (Figure 2c). Again, MDQN
Action learns the 1-lava-NSEW task approximately as quickly as DQN. This is remarkable
because the network has to simultaneously accommodate learning for the more difficult 1lava-TURN task. MDQN performance on 1-lava-TURN improves more rapidly than DQN.
This preliminary result shows promise for achieving positive transfer in the multitask setting.
The results presented in this section demonstrate that, given sufficiently related tasks,
multitask learning using MDQN can be effective. Interestingly, our results on MDQN Action
suggest positive transfer. More fully exploring robustness and hyperparameter settings for
MDQN is an good direction for future work. Next, we analyze the learned representations.

5. Analysis
We analyze the representations learned by DQN and MDQN in order to answer the research
questions: How do DQN and MDQN represent different related tasks? Does MDQN learn
shared representations of different tasks? We start by analyzing DQN and MDQN neuron
activations (see Appendix B.1 for details). For MDQN Action we find that neurons in
the first convolution layer are used in both tasks, while many last hidden layer neurons are
specialized for 1-lava-TURN. This supports the notion that the NSEW and TURN tasks are
similar at the low-level perception stage, but 1-lava-TURN requires more involved higher
level reasoning. Next, we visualize learned representations and use of history frames.
t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) is a popular tool for generating 2D visualizations
of high-dimensional structure. In deep RL, the t-SNE embeddings of the last hidden layer
activations are used to analyze the underlying structure of the learned representations. In
prior work, the t-SNE of multi-task networks trained using policy distillation showed clearly
5. Lighter error bands here show the minimum and maximum average evaluation scores.
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separated representations for ALE tasks (Rusu et al., 2016). We hypothesize that for the
related Room Maze tasks, learned representations are shared.

Figure 3: 2D t-SNE embeddings of last hidden layer representations by trained MDQN. See text for details.

We take a fully trained MDQN (Action) and plot the t-SNE of its last hidden layer for
states sampled from both 1-lava tasks (Fig 3). Clearly, the embedded state representations
are not separable by task. There are two clusters in the plot: a big one (right) and small
one (left). The small cluster comprises all the states from both tasks where the agent is
facing lava in the most recent frame (Fig 3 d, e). The large cluster comprises the rest of
the states (Fig 3 a, b). It appears that MDQN has learned the general concept of “facing
danger”. The MDQN representation does not simply ignore the differences between the
two tasks: A blue subcluster of the large cluster comprises states where the agent has been
turning in the same spot at the start position (Fig 3 c). Such states are never encountered
in 1-lava-NSEW, and indeed no red states are mapped to this subcluster. Thus, we conclude
that MDQN has meaningfully and selectively analogized between two related tasks.
Saliency maps (Simonyan et al., 2013) are a tool for analyzing which pixels in an
image most affect value prediction. Fig 4a shows the states that maximize the normalized
Q-values6 of moving 1 step forward in all 4 Room Maze tasks. Salient pixels are concentrated
in the most recent frames for the NSEW tasks, while the TURN task states have a more
even distribution of salient pixels across time. This suggests that the DQN trained on the
TURN tasks uses history frames to a greater extent than DQN trained on the NSEW tasks.7
Fig 4b shows saliency maps computed using a trained MDQN Action for the same 1-lavaNSEW states as those in Fig 4a. The less recent history frames appear salient to MDQN
Action, unlike DQN trained on NSEW tasks but like DQN trained on TURN. This again
suggests that representations for related tasks are not learned independently by MDQN.
Conclusion. In this paper we have introduced a novel set of tasks in Minecraft for multitask RL. We have shown that, given sufficiently related tasks, a multitask extension of
DQN, called MDQN, can effectively learn to perform well across tasks. Notably, our preliminary results demonstrate positive transfer in the more challenging transfer across action
spaces. Furthermore, our detailed analysis of the learned representations show meaningful
representation sharing across tasks. These promising results can form the basis for further
exploration of efficient multitask representation sharing in deep RL.
6. We apply softmax normalization to the Q-values, with appropriate choice of the temperature parameter
(in our case, T=2), before maximizing over states sampled from the task.
7. We discuss this in an extended analysis of DQN’s use of history frames with examples in Appendix B.2.
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(a) Single task DQN in all 4 Room Maze tasks
(b) MDQN Action
Figure 4: Comparing (a) DQN and (b) MDQN use of history frames via saliency maps (overlaid in green)
of states with highest normalized movesouth 1/move 1 Q values. Best viewed on screen in color.
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Appendix A. Benchmarking our DQN implementation

Figure 5: Performance of our DQN implementation, with various Nesterov momentum settings. Error bars
show the maximum and minimum average evaluation score over 2 independent runs of DQN. The DQN
Nature Benchmark is taken from the converged DQN Mean performance reported in (Parisotto et al., 2016)

We completely re-implemented DQN, as described in Mnih et al. (2015), using Python
and Chainer (Tokui et al., 2015). We achieved comparable performance as the original
algorithm implemented in Torch, on 3 ALE games (Pong, Breakout, Seaquest), with use of
high momentum in the RMSProp optimizer (Sutskever et al., 2013).
On Room Maze tasks, we used the same hyperparameters as Mnih et al. (2015) except
for a smaller replay memory size of 50000, which accounts for shorter episode length visà-vis ALE (Oh et al., 2016). We also set the optimizer’s momentum to 0.9 in all our
experiments, since we empirically observed that a momentum of 0.9 gives better results (all
repeats converge to optimal policy within 30 epochs) than 0.95 on Room Maze tasks. The
same hyperparameters as DQN were used to train MDQN.

Appendix B. Additional visualizations
B.1 MDQN Neuron Activation statistics
We extend the statistical correlation-based network comparison method of Li et al. (2016) to
compare trained MDQN and DQN. Li et al. (2016) used the linear correlation of activations
to measure similarity between neurons in different neural networks trained on image classification. We apply this to compare neurons in MDQN Action (same network as section 5)
with those in the corresponding single task DQNs, to examine the sharing of neurons across
tasks. It is important to understand how MDQN distributes its neurons across tasks—if it
learns multiple tasks efficiently by reusing neurons for different tasks when possible.
We sample states from 1-lava-NSEW and 1-lava-TURN, and for each task, compute the
cross correlation matrix of the neuron activations for the MDQN and the respective DQN,
focusing on the first convolution and last hidden layers. The result is in Fig. 6.
Since we use correlation as a measure of neuron similarity, the cross-correlation matrices
reveal which MDQN neurons have counterparts in the two DQNs. We expect that some
neurons are ‘shared’—they have counterparts in both DQNs and are important in both
tasks, while some neurons are ‘specialized’—they only have counterparts in one of the
tasks.
9
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(a) First convolution layer
cross correlation matrix (1lava-TURN)

(b) Last hidden layer cross
correlation matrix (1-lavaTURN)

(d) First convolution layer
cross correlation matrix (1lava-NSEW)

(e) Last hidden layer cross
correlation matrix (1-lavaNSEW)

(c) Histogram of highest correlation coefficient for neurons in
last hidden layer of MDQN (1lava-TURN)

(f) Histogram of highest correlation coefficient for neurons in
last hidden layer of MDQN (1lava-NSEW)
Figure 6: DQN-MDQN Action cross correlation matrices for first convolution and last hidden layer. White
colored cells in the matrices mean that the activations for the relevant neurons have 0 variance. For each task,
for each neuron in the last hidden layer of the MDQN, we found the most linearly correlated neuron in the
last hidden layer of the corresponding DQN and plot those correlation coefficients in c) and f). A comparison
of c) and f) confirms that more MDQN last hidden layer neurons have highly correlated counterparts in the
DQN trained on the TURN task than in that for the NSEW task.

By comparing the cross-correlation matrices for 1-lava-TURN (Fig 6a and 6b) to those
for 1-lava-NSEW (Fig 6d and 6e), we see that in the first convolutional layer, almost all the
MDQN neurons have counterparts in both DQNs. However, in the last hidden layer, many
more MDQN neurons only have counterparts in the DQN trained on 1-lava-TURN, that is,
they appear to be specialized for the 1-lava-TURN task.
B.2 Saliency maps
We extend the use saliency maps (Simonyan et al., 2013) for DQN visualization. Zahavy et al. (2016) and Wang et al. (2016) used saliency maps to understand which pixels
most affect value prediction, but only in the most recent frame. We go beyond this by
analyzing the importance of pixels over time, which we find is task-dependent. Saliency
maps (Simonyan et al., 2013) are formed by computing the absolute value of the Jacobian
of the value function with respect to each pixel in the input frames, |∂ maxa Q(s, a; θ)/∂s|, and
overlaying the result on the input frames.
DQN’s use of frame history. One use of frame history is to disambiguate the most
recent frame when it does not contain enough information about the state. In the 2-lava10
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(a) 2-lava-NSEW: Saliency maps of states (b) 1-lava-TURN: Saliency maps of states
with lowest normalized movewest 1 Q val- with highest normalized turn 1 (right) Q
ues
values
Figure 7: Analyzing DQN’s use of history frames in 2 Room Maze asks via Saliency Maps. The computed
Jacobian is overlaid on top of the input frames in green, such that the opacity of each green pixel is
proportional to magnitude of the gradient of the corresponding pixel in the input. Best viewed on screen in
color.

.
NSEW states in Fig 4, the agent is standing between two lava that cannot be seen in the
most recent frame but are in the second most recent frame, which has salient pixels. Another
example is figure 7a, where the most recent frame in all 3 states contain no information
that would suggest the agent has a lava to its west (right). It therefore uses the second
most recent frame to infer that and compute a very low normalized Q value for movewest
1. Indeed, the second most recent frame appears to have as many salient pixels as the most
recent frame, including pixels on the aforementioned lava. In contrast, the third and fourth
most recent frames are not considered salient by the DQN.
In contrast, history frames are salient in 1-lava-TURN even when the most recent frame
is not ambigious (e.g. both target and lava are in the most recent frames of Fig 4a 1lava-TURN states). This may suggest that DQN learns a ‘better’ parametrization of the
Q function, Q(s, a; θ), by using all of the history frames s, than by using only the most
recent frame s0 , i.e. Q(s0 , a; θ0 ). The parametrization may be less complex (involves fewer
neurons), and easier to generalize across similar states. We explore this idea in the following
example: In Fig. 7b, more history frames are salient because the agent is in the process
of making a 180° turn towards in the target in all of these states and appears to use all
past four frames to infer its relative orientation. The first and third states in fig 7b are a
good example of how representations using the history frames may be more generalizable
across similar states—in both those states, the agent is trying to make a 180° turn to face
south, but in different locations of the room. Such situations are only found in TURN tasks
because the agent is allowed to rotate. This could explain why the DQN uses more frame
history in the TURN tasks than in the NSEW tasks.
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